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65% more promotional revenue
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Loyalty programs have an incredible amount of member data 
available to them. But despite this information treasure trove, only 
a meager 22% of loyalty program members are satisfied with the 
level of personalization within their programs.

With a member base that expects—even demands—a tailored
experience, the loyalty industry can’t afford not to personalize
its marketing. It’s especially critical as we navigate through our
current industry crisis, where member needs are changing, and 
each promotion has to work as hard as possible. 

But what exactly is personalization when it comes to loyalty
currency retailing? How can a program get started with
personalization, and how big an impact can it have?
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Consumers willingly share their data 
with businesses in exchange for the 
promise of relevant communications 
that feel like an extension of their own 
needs. A member who feels heard 
and understood will be more likely to 
transact; showing the member you 
know them is key to increasing 
engagement and driving desired 
behavior.

Personalizing loyalty currency offers starts 
with a twist on a marketing adage: the
right offer, for the right member, in the
right place and at the right time. It’s about 
identifying the members who will respond 
to an offer and serving it precisely when 
they’d be interested. It’s a win-win for both
sides, where programs can cut their email 
volume by up to 75% and still increase 
profits1, and members get to engage with 
their programs in a way that feels seamless
and helpful.

Fortunately, determining the right offer, channel, and timing for individual members 
doesn’t have to be that complex. Points puts member data at the centre of every
marketing decision, using predictive modeling to customize offers that can drive up
to a 45% lift in promotional revenue2 for our partners. We leverage data, analytics,
and best practices gleaned from 20 years of experience across nearly 60 partners to
personalize offers that ensure higher levels of conversion, engagement, and revenue.

Improve the customer experience,
and revenue will follow

RIGHT
PLACE

RIGHT
MEMBER

RIGHT 
PRODUCT

RIGHT
PRICE

RIGHT
OFFER

RIGHT 
CHANNEL

A personalized experience drives
the desired consumer behaviour

1. Based on data from multiple loyalty program partners. 2. Based on data from a European loyalty program.
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When it comes to personalization, it’s easy to get wrapped up in implementing the
technology or software that executes it, which can prevent real progress from being 
made. The true substance of personalization is in the methodology and decisioning 
around determining the best offers. Effective personalization focuses on the areas that 
will have the highest value and impact for members. Points uses member data to compile 
a ‘member scorecard’ based on key aspects of their currency purchasing behavior:

Data-driven modeling and marketing delivers engaging, personalized activity and
greatly improves performance over simple targeting. Once we’ve defined these member 
models, we use them to construct and deliver all sorts of tailored marketing offers. Even 
better, after each promotion, our targeting gets an extra layer of data added to further 
refine and improve it. How do these data insights translate into real-world promotions? 
Take a look at some examples of intelligent personalization in action.

• Are they likely to respond to an offer?
• How much will they spend?

• Do they prefer bonuses or discounts?
• How rich should their offer be?

• Where should we contact them?

Targeting and modeling:
smart, not complicated

Prefers to
receive email

communication

Above average
engagement

Prefers
discount

offers

Likely to
respond to a 
richer offer

Likely to 
respond to higher

stretch offer

Likely to 
respond to

next campaign

Marketing tactics for this high value member
Target with richer discount offer Assign higher minimum threshold Send email
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The right offer, for the right member:
First-time vs. repeat buyers
One of the easiest and most effective member base segmentations to determine is 
between those who haven’t purchased points/miles before, and those who have. Our 
data shows that members who purchase loyalty currency generate 3-4x more value
than other members throughout their program lifetime3—so it’s in a program’s best 
interest to entice as many people as possible to make the jump from one group to
the other.

By serving an offer with a deeper discount or bigger bonus to non-purchasers,
programs can effectively convert members to have greater long-term value. Though we 
might have to show a more compelling offer to get people to transact the first time, it’s
financially worthwhile. And when it comes to hooking a member on their first purchase, 
an attractive offer doesn't even have to be a richer one: it could be as simple as lowering
the minimum purchase threshold needed to qualify for the offer.

Members who have transacted already understand the value in buying points/miles,
so their offers should be determined differently. That’s where we can use modeling and 
segmentation to personalize their offers further to meet other goals, like increasing their 
basket size or enticing them to interact with new products.

3. Multiple Points partner data.

Currency buyers
generate 3-4x more revenue
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The right offer, in the right place:
Tailoring offers by purchase channel
By understanding the motivation behind a member’s points/miles transaction, we can 
display an offer that feels like a natural extension of the member’s needs at the exact 
time of purchase. Our data shows that members who purchase points/miles through
our stand-alone storefront buy large quantities of miles, with the goal of building up a 
balance for the future. But members who top up their balances during the redemption 
flow—those with an immediate and specific need—buy smaller, specific quantities of 
miles.
 
One simple, intuitive personalization drove a strong response from both future-use and 
needs-based members: serving bonus offers to future-use buyers, and discount offers 
to immediate needs-based buyers increased incremental partner revenue by 23%.4 
Taking the customer’s psychology into account and providing them with an offer 
designed to best appeal to their state of mind yields incredible results:

+15%
stronger conversion

rate

+19%
average transaction

size

+36%
points/miles sold

+23%
incremental partner

revenue

4. North American airline partner data
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Members have different needs depending on their proximity to their next reward,
so tailoring their message and experience accordingly will increase conversion and
engagement. If a member is close to a reward, serving an offer personalized to that 
proximity can be a delightful final nudge into achieving their goal.

In one example, our data indicated that members of an airline loyalty program
were frequently searching for award tickets to certain destinations, but also frequently
abandoning their bookings. To help our partner drive reward bookings to these specific 
destinations, we began serving an offer within the redemption booking flow for these 
routes, giving members a discount on the miles they needed to book their award tickets. 
The result: a +67% lift in conversion, and a +44% higher average transaction size with 
+65% more revenue per visit5. Timing an offer to the exact moment members needed it 
and framing it within the context of how close they were to their desired award was 
incentive enough for them to buy the outstanding miles they needed to book, instead
of abandon.

This type of personalization has many applications. By leveraging account balance data 
and popular redemption thresholds, programs can deliver a fully customized user journey 
that will convert at a much higher rate throughout the purchase funnel. Imagine sending 
a co-brand credit card holder who is close to a reward an exclusive offer to top up their 
balance directly from their e-statement. Or sending a member who has just redeemed all 
their points/miles for a flight an offer to rebuild their balance with extra points/miles on a 
hotel stay or car rental.

The right offer, at the right time:
Proximity to a reward

5. Based on 2019 data from a North American airline partner.

Offer personalization: proximity to reward
Lift with personalization

Avg. transaction size

After personalizationBefore personalization

Conversion

+67%

Revenue per visit

+44%

+65%
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There’s little to lose and everything to gain from thoughtful, data-driven personalization in 
loyalty currency retailing. It requires fewer communications to deliver even better results, 
improving marketing efficiency and yielding a higher return on investment. And the boost 
to member engagement can be just as rewarding: faster earn and burn cycles, higher 
average transaction sizes, and better long-term engagement.

We’ve made huge strides in profitability and engagement by personalizing offers for 
different member segments, but the most incredible aspect of loyalty personalization is 
how much potential it has to go further. As the world returns to flight and travel, we’ll 
have increased opportunities to drive personalization towards true 1:1 offers, tailored for 
each individual member, wherever they are in the world, and whatever point they’re at 
on the loyalty journey. Programs that can make each earn and burn interaction feel like
a welcome suggestion from a savvy friend will be miles ahead of the competition.

What’s next for loyalty personalization?

As a trusted partner to the world’s leading loyalty programs, Points builds, powers, and 
grows new ways for members to get and use their favorite loyalty currency. For more 
than 20 years, we’ve been implementing no-cost loyalty currency retailing programs for 
airlines and hotels, and running data-driven, targeted marketing campaigns on behalf of 
nearly 60 programs worldwide. Please get in touch by emailing 

About Points

partnerships@points.com points.comor visit


